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Here’s how you know

The Country Pages are compiled and updated by the EOIR Law Library and Immigration Research Center (LLIRC). All content is compiled from publicly available documents that report on aspects of country conditions that have relevance in removal hearings before Immigration Judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals. The included documents are intended for use in applications for relief arising in removal proceedings; the information contained herein should not be construed as necessarily implying recognition of a particular territory’s sovereignty or political status.

The country pages are not, and do not purport to be, exhaustive with regard to conditions in a particular country, or conclusive as to the merit of any particular claim for asylum or other relief. Inclusion of materials should not be construed as an endorsement of their contents. Parties may offer, and adjudicators may consider, additional information not included in the country pages.

The LLIRC seeks to provide an accurate, up to date, balanced and impartial compilation of relevant materials on its Country Pages. Any
comments regarding content or suggestions for additional materials may
be submitted to the following email address: eoir.law.library@usdoj.gov
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